WPD Potosi, Bolivia
REPORT OF THE WORLD GAME
CENPOSEP BEAR TOY LIBRARY - POTOSI
LOCATION: SAN ROQUE NURSING HOME

We made the following activities:

FIRST. As of Saturday May 28, 2011, I got this in the Nursing Home San Roque in the city of Potosi to carry out the global day of the game by the Playroom "Bear" of Cenposep. I chose this institution because children should not only play games but all people including youth and the elderly since they have a child inside. Society in general thinks the old man can no longer carry out any activities and abandon them in homes and Asylum, but we do not realize they need more support and understanding in their daily lives.

SECOND. The nursing home is located on a side street Bustillos Infantry Regiment Perez III. This entity is under the tutelage of the Sisters of Charity, where there are 30 women and 16 men of the elderly. Unfortunately these people are forgotten by their families.

THREE. I went to this organization with recyclable toy library games are listed below:

• Color Yengha
• Simple puzzles
• disused cans of foam to form pyramids with rag balls made of socks.
• Release of wire hoops
• Trompos
• Bowling with his ball made of newspaper
• truck tire ring with disposable bottle smashed

FOURTH. The old men received me with great kindness and enthusiasm as if they had never received a visit, I explained that I went to play and distract them for a moment. We were led to the dining room of the home for this activity.

Once in the room I moved with my game and proceeded to make play for 3 hours, from hours 9:00 to 12:00 am, where I shared unforgettable moments when the ladies laughed and were happy to play a game, while others danced – grandparents and jumping! The game they liked best was the launch of the rag balls to the cans of foam. Photographs are attached.

FIFTH. After the game was shared with grandparents we had delicious yogurt biscuits which I offered, where old ladies were very happy and gave thanks for distracting even if only for a moment. It is noted that they are low-income and do not receive any visitors. I noticed that they lack a lot of love, kindness, understanding and companionship.

SIXTH. Upon completion of this activity, I said goodbye to the grandparents who told me to come back soon and I would not forget them.

SEVEN. Below is pictures of the activity. To mention that I had problems with the camera and I could not capture with optimum resolution, despite this drawback could get some pictures shown below.
HOGAR DE ANCIANOS SAN ROQUE DE LA CIUDAD DE POTOSÍ

JUEGO CON EL TROMPO

JUEGO DE LA RUEDA DE CARRETILLA
JUEGO DE PIRAMIDES CON LATAS DE ESPUMA

JUEGO DE LANZAMIENTO DE ARGOLLAS

JUEGO CON ROMPECABEZAS

JUEGO DE BOLOS CON PELOTA DE PERIODICO
JUEGO CON YENGHA